


CAN COVID STOP US 
FROM CELEBRATING OUR 

WEDDINGS???

A BIG NOOO…
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We at Shaadi Tambola have realized due to this pandemic, 

lockdown and limitations you couldn’t invite everyone at 

your wedding Celebrations, This challenge made us design 

a Very Special, PERSONALISED and CUSTOMISED 

Shaadi Tambola(Game) where all your guests from across 

the nation and world can come together to celebrate your

wedding virtually. 



Virtual Shaadi tambola is all about playing, where the storyline 
captures the journey of the bride and groom, the two families, 

quiz related to Bride and Groom, Songs, Bollywood 
movies/dialogues and magnifies your wedding with intricate 

detailing with loads of fun, which will make every guest a part of 
the Celebration virtually and not miss a second of the Shaadi

Celebrations. 

Not just that, Guest Also get a Chance to win Loads of Prizes and 
Surprises. That’s how, Shaadi Tambola ensures the highest 

amount of interaction as it involves every guest.



➢Once the 90 words are decided as per your Suggestion and Requirement. We generate tickets 
for each individual. 1 ticket consist of 15 WEDDING words.

➢Tickets are sent to all participants by WhatsApp with a message about the Game and the 
Timings. 

➢On the Day of Game, All Rules are explained before the game starts. Information about 
Dividends and how to claim the prizes.

➢One by one all Words/numbers are announced in an Auto-generated format.

➢On their screen, Participants can see a SHAADI theme Number Board, live timings, sequence 
of numbers announced.

➢Once the participant claims, we check CLAIMS LIVE ON SCREEN for all participants to 
know whether claim is correctly claimed or not.

➢This way, once all prizes are claimed, we sum it up with loads of fun conversations and 
interactions.



➢NAME OF THE BRIDE &

GROOM

➢EVENT LOGO 

➢GUEST NAME 

➢ RELATION TO

BRIDE/GROOM

➢15 WEDDING WORDS

➢UNIQUE TICKET CODE

➢DIVIDENDS/PRIZES

➢WISHES/ANY HASHTAG





➢ We can add/ subtract everything as per the requirement.

➢ we have more than 100 variations for participants to 

play. From beginner to advance experts.

➢ The host will check claims on the screen, everyone will be able to 

see whether the claim is correct or not instantly through our online 

integrated system. Tickets can also be customised as per the 

required color and theme.

➢ The game can be completed within 30 minutes or can be extended 

to 3 hours or more.

➢ From 1 to 1 lakh or more people can play at the same time.

➢ Number board with real time will be shared on their screen.




